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Priya Gupta
ohit Suri, 32, has come a long way from the
time he started off at 16 as an office boy for
the Bhatts, delivering cassettes to the TSeries office. He is an open book for his family and has
no secrets. His films may have failed him in the
past,but his music has not. Over an hour-long conversation with Bombay Times, just ahead of his release
Aashiqui2, he talked about his complex relationship
with his father, why he didn’t miss his mother and
what makes Mahesh Bhatt special for him in his life.
Excerpts:
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Let’s talk about your childhood?
I was born and brought up in Mumbai. My mother is
the youngest sister of Mukesh and Mahesh Bhatt. My
father was a non-filmi guy from Delhi and fell in love
with my mother, who was an air-hostess at that time,
and moved to Mumbai for her. My dad was working
with Dunlop and we travelled all over till, when I was
five, we moved back to Mumbai to start afresh. He
started manufacturing computers and would go house-to-house selling, building a market for a business
that was not established at that time. We had financial
issues. When I was eight, my mother died of a cardiac
arrest at 37, just before the release of the original
Aashiqui that was dedicated to her. I was too young to
be able to recall my mother, but I could give you a dayto-day account of my father after my mother died. He
brought me up while my older sister Smiley Suri
moved in with my mother’s mausie, who was also
Emraan Hashmi’s nani, and she grew up with him. It
was assumed that I being the boy would be able to
bear the hardship of living without my mom. My
father and I lived in a one-bed room house and lived a
life of pulling beds, when he had girlfriends coming
over. I would say, ‘Let me sleep, I have school tomorrow.’ My sister never understood that, but by the age
of 10 I started understanding that he needed a girlfriend. I never had a deadline in school, as my father
knew that I would never do anything wrong. I have
memories of my sneaking back home at 11 trying to
create an artificial pressure for myself only to realise
that my father was not at home still and would sneak
in even later, not wanting to wake me up.
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My idea of writing is to enlighten
and yet entertain: Ashwin Sanghi
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You were comfortably ‘settled’ in your family
business. What made you take to writing?

Prathamesh Bandekar

Mohit Suri

Sushmita Sen and Nicholai Sachdev at an exhibition titled The Moderns at Gallery 7
at Rampart Row, Kala Ghoda. The display, which has rare and significant works by
MF Husain, Tyeb Mehta, SH Raza, VS Gaitonde and Ramkumar, is curated by
Sachdev and is on till May 30. For more, turn to page 6

I’ve always been fascinated by books. When I
was young, my grandfather used to hand out a
book — which would be anything from a biography to a classic — to me every week and ask
me to write a piece on what I thought about it.
On the other hand, my mother used to love reading thrillers and bestsellers. These would be
everything from the Frederick Forsyths to the
Sidney Sheldons and these page turners would
automatically be passed on to me. I grew up with
a mix of two varied sensibilities — one of them
entertained and the other enlightened. As for
my dabbling with writing, it was a chance trip
in Kashmir that got me obsessed with a particular tomb. I became so obsessed with reading
every possible detail about this, where the idea
of writing a story based on this became a natural offshoot. And that’s how my journey into
writing began.

Ashwin
Sanghi
Sunayana Suresh
shwin Sanghi is someone who
has grown up on a generous diet
of classics, non-fiction and bestsellers. His idea of writing is to entertain and enlighten. The author is working on his next two books currently. One of these is a collaboration with American author
James Patterson (who has
had 19 consecutive number one bestselling
novels) for a crime
thriller that will be
out in early 2014.
Excerpts from a
chat with the
Indian
author…

A
Bharati Dubey
t’s not just about gun
power. Ekta Kapoor’s Shootout
At Wadala seems to have some
hot scenes as well. Just check out
Kangana Ranaut and John
Abraham’s intimate onscreen moments and
you will know what
we are talking
about.

I

Your books have a lot history and mythology.
How do you choose on them?
I believe that patterns tend to repeat themselves
and there are connections between the past and
the present. There is the old proverb that reads
‘you can’t know where you’re going if you don’t
know where you’ve been’. For me history is like
that. When you take history and combine it with
myth, then you get mystery. That is what gets
my adrenaline rushing. This is the reason why
all my books, until now have been in that space
where history meets mythology. Going forward,
with my next two books, I am going away from
that space, because my project with James is
purely a contemporary project.
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CELEBRATING
MODERN ART

Jamming for
water woes

Pics: Prathamesh Bandekar
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he launch of the
new contemporary
art
destination
Gallery 7 opened its doors at
Rampart Row, Kala Ghoda.
The brainchild of Arun and
Chandra Sachdev, the
gallery hosted its first show
‘The Moderns’, which was
attended by prominent
names. The Sachdevs’ son
Nicholai played his part
well as the host and the
brain behind the exhibition.
Besides Sushmita Sen, we
spotted Narendra Kumar,
Anil Chopra, Sharmila
Khanna, Kunal Kohli and
Nikhil and Sahil Sangha
Aarti Surendranath.
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Kasha Sachdev with Sushmita Sen

Rahul Vaidya and Vishal Dadlani
ishal-Shekhar,
along with several others, performed at a concert during the Shiv Gaurav
Purashkar 2013 by
Vihang and Purvesh
Sarnaik of Sanskruti
Trust in Thane.
The event was held to
honour Maharashtrians,
Vihang
and
Purvesh who’ve worked
for
drought-affected
people. It was also the
brothers’ birthday gift
to their father Pratap
Sarnaik. The money
from the concert will be
used to buy water
tankers for drought
affected areas adopted
by the trust.

V
Vikram Phadnis and Aftab
Shivdasani

Jaanvi, Rohit Dhawan and Chandra Sachdev

Kavita and Nicholai Sachdev

Pria Kataria Puri

Kamal Sidhu

Sabina Chopra

Kunal Kohli
Pics: Anuja Gupta

A premiere for friends and family
V
actor
Hussain
Kuwajerwala and
actress Anjali Patil
were in for many compliments at the premiere of
their film Shree, which released April 26. Produced by
Vikram M Shah under
Ciemme Entertainment, the film is
directed by Rajesh
Bachchani. The
movie also stars
Paresh Ganatra,
Paritosh
Sand,
Shivani Tanksale,
Rio Kapadia and
Jeetedra. Chetan
N Bafna is the executive producer, and
Bharti Bachchani
is the associate coproducer. Many of
Hussain’s friends
from the TV fraternity were in attendance.

T

Hussain and Tina Kuwajerwala

Shekhar Ravjiani and Abhijeet Sawant

Debina Bonnerjee and Gurmeet Choudhry

Karan V Grover

Kishwer Merchant
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Loss ,Toning & Firming ,Tummy Tuck ,Figure Correction ,
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Vikram M Shah and Paresh Ganatra

Rajesh Bachchani

Anjali Patil

Watch John talk about charging
`15cr for his next,using Alive

John
Abraham
Pratap Sarnaik and Rohit Roy

HOW TO DOWNLOAD & USE ALIVE APP
Get the free Alive app: Give a missed call to
18001023324 or visit aliveapp.in.
Open Alive app on your phone &
STEP 2 scan this picture by focussing
your phone’s camera on it. On Android/iOS, it
will scan automatically. On BB & Symbian, go
to options & capture; for Windows, tap on
screen to capture & hold still over image.
Watch the photo come alive.
STEP 3 View it & share it with friends.

Vihang Sarnaik, Sammir Dattani and Purvesh Sarnaik
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I don’t want to deal with
the headache of drafting
my book into a screenplay
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World’s First Hair Thinning Treatment With Plant Stem Cell Extracts (PCI Rejuve Max)
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Available on select
Android (version 2.2 &
above), iOS (version 4.3
& above), BB (version
5.0 & above), Windows
(version 7.5 & above)
and Symbian (version
S60 & above) handsets.
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As for my next book, it
does have elements of history, but it is about modern history, set in 1937, 10
years before Independence. My idea of writing is
to enlighten and yet entertain.

A lot of authors these
days are fascinated with
mythology
when
it
comes to fiction…

I think it is partly because
we are in India and India is
a treasure
house of stories. We are
a country of storytellers,
and for the longest time, it
was an oral tradition. We
have tons of these stories
which the younger generations aren’t aware of. But,
we cannot tell the story in
its own form, as it won’t
hold interest. This is where
people like me come into
picture, where we take elements of from those stories and give them a modern twist, most often in the
form of a thriller.

Nom.Surgical
modern day crime thriller.
James is the most prolific
thriller writer that there is.
There is a method to his
madness. His publishers
had read my works. I got a
call from them asking if I
would be open to writing a
book with James, since he
was writing one set in
India. He doesn’t want to
do it on his own as he felt
he would lose its flavour.
This is how this alliance
happened. I am quite
thrilled about this. The
book should
be out in
early 2014.
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You’re collaborating with
James Patterson. What
can readers expect out of
this association?
EXHIBITI ONS
hE EVENT S

It is a modern day crime
thriller. While it does have
the Ashwin Sanghi elements to the narrative, for
all practical purposes it is a

Your contemporaries are
now writing screenplays.
Will you follow suit?

It may sound very strange,
but I love the freedom that
writing a novel gives me. It
is an unhindered experience. If I come after a bad
day, I can decide that my
protagonist will die on
page 100 of my novel in a
350-page story. I could take
the action of my story
from Mumbai to Venice to
Timbuktu to Tokyo and
not have to worry about
will it do to the production
of the film. That freedom
of writing you don’t get in
other formats, I’d rather
leave it to someone else to
deal with the headache of
drafting my book into a
screenplay.
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KAN CHIPURAM SILK SOCIETY
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